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bella & amy
at the wall

no, this is not a fairytale book. it's still a magazine, based on reality. 
although in some ways the differences between a fairytale and a valeur report aren't 
that big, because exciting stories and interesting people also play a major role for us.

around the world, we can come across exciting, fascinating, frightening, sad, funny and 
authentic stories. stories told by people, who know the values of their home place better 
than anybody else and who give us a better understanding of the one world we all share. 

it is always worth learning more about people, their history 
and traditions, art, culture, passions - their life and their values.

in the daily news, conflicts and bad news are always dominating. however, we 
are sure that we are all more united than we are divided. that’s why we, the 

VALEUR GUIDES, have joined forces to meet impressive 
personalities around the world. 

EDITORIAL
ONCE UPON A TIME IN BERLIN 

THE VISION showing that we all 
share the same home, one world, that is so 
beautiful yet so fragile.

THE MISSION exploring, 
appreciating and preserving the world´s 
diverse values.

let’s start in a city, that is the symbol of 
diversity, unitiy and freedom:

 BERLIN.

therefore, you are invited to join the ONE WORLD DISCOVERY, 
which leads us every month for 7 DAYS  each to a special place around 
                         the globe.

this makes berlin a perfect place to start the

ONE WORLD DISCOVERY. 
of course, � days are not enough to get to know this 
city in detail, because of its complex history. but we can 
point out some things that make berlin unique.

EVERY CITY has its problems, but the 
fascinating part is, that here, all people, no matter their 
religion, culture or origin live in peace, side by side. for 
hundreds of years, a large diversity of people has been 
inspiring each other to great things.

JUST LIKE US, coming from different 
cities and counties, lots of people from all around the 
world are drawn to berlin. 

editor in chief, marco kokkot

lucia, soluna & katherina at the zoo

yana, belinda & emilie 
discover the city

bella, olivia, emilie, jil and belinda in front of a candy bomber
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but the hotel is prepared 
to ensure that we start

DAY 2 of our berlin 
discovery on time.

what a beautiful night in the 

GRAND HYATT! 
but the room’s coziness also 
includes the risk to oversleep. 



WE ARE WOKEN 
UP WITH A DELICIOUS

CONTINENTAL 

BREAKFAST THAT 
OFFERS SOMETHING FOR 
LITERALLY EVERY TASTE.



FROM FRESH FRUITS 
to various types of pastries and cheese, 
sausages and a variety of bread spreads.



TO HAVE IT BROUGHT 
DIRECTLY TO BED is pure luxury, 

something we 
must say we have never experienced before. we 
appreciate it a lot and, honestly, don't want to 
ever leave the comfort of this bed.



but we finally manage to stand 
up, pack our bags, check out and 

SAY GOODBYE 
to the grand hyatt, certainly 
not forever...



AN ENCHANTED FOREST

2ND STOP



the emotional sequel of the story about 
the sisters elsa and anna is now released on 

DVD AND BLU-RAY.
of course, the enchanting sisters elsa and anna 
are again accompanied by kristoff, olaf, and 
sven. together they will face new adventures 
and challenges in

WHILE ANNA'S CAREFREENESS
AND CHEERFULNESS charmed the people of 

arendelle, elsa had to 
learn to take responsibility as queen of the queendom. 
but when disaster strikes, anna proves that she can act just as

COURAGEOUSLY AND RESPONSIBLY 
as her older sister. together, they embark on an adventurous 
journey that takes them not only into the depths of the 

ENCHANTED FOREST but also far back into 
their family history.

PETER DEL VECHO by far exceeds the oscar-win-
ning first part with frozen II. 

he shows us new characters and entirely new worlds. 

FROZEN II. 
watch the full interview to hear the stories this 
extremely humble and likable producer shared with us. 

meanwhile, jil is on her way to the ritz carlton. 
we follow her to meet peter del vecho, the 
producer of frozen and FROZEN II. 



ELSA'S special gift - the power to create ice 
and snow - has progressed. she has learned to master her 
magic, and only recently revealed her powers to her king-
dom - after keeping them hidden for years out the fear of 
being persecuted for her nonconformity. 

elsa is a fascinating character with a wonder-
ful ability to control the power of nature," says 
director chris buck. "her connection with nature 
has always been there. but she has no idea why.



so, no matter how happy elsa is to finally embrace 
her powers and be with her sister anna, their friends 
and the people of arendelle, she still is insecure. 

director jennifer lee, who also wrote the script, 
says: elsa hears a voice that no one else can hear. she 
tries to block it, but it won’t stop. it shows her pieces 
of the past. it promises answers about why she is the 
way she is, so it’s both epic and a mystery, and she’s 
compelled to find that voice.

IN FROZEN, elsa feared her powers were 
too powerful for the world. 

in “frozen ii,” she must hope they are sufficient.



ANNA loves her sister. therefore, 
when elsa faces a very dangerous journey

INTO THE UNKNOWN
- to the enchanted forest and dark seas beyond 
arendelle - anna is prepared to go with her. she wants 
to be by her sister’s side, and help uncover the mystery 
- along with kristoff, olaf, and sven.



KRISTOFF is still 
a brave and good-natured guy. he is a bit 
clumsy, especially when he tries to confess 
his big love to anna. but what he can’t do 
well with words, he proves when it comes 
to protecting anna’s life.

SVEN helps him on any occa-
sion. the adorable, trusted reindeer 
remains kristoff’s best friend.

OLAF it’s been a little over 
three years since elsa created olaf, and 
with his new permafrost, courtesy of elsa’s 
magic, he can finally enjoy summer. his 
ties to his family - anna, elsa, kristoff, and 
sven - are closer than ever. he is absolu-
tely fascinated by the various wonders of 
life. hence, olaf asks us questions like: “did 
you know that men are hit by lightning six 
times more often than women? and did you 
know that water has a memory?” with his 
new curiosity for knowledge and his "stop 
and smell the flowers" approach to life, 
olaf is a source of hope in dark times.



DISNEY is once again fulfilling its trendsetter’s role. 
long before the fridays for future movement, 

the film factory decided to focus on nature again. as in moana,

FROZEN II DEALS WITH THE FRAGILITY
OF OUR WORLD. in a profound way, the film shows 

the importance of maintaining 
a connection to our environment. 

from the very first moment, the film captivates with its

CHARM, PLAYFULNESS, MUSIC, 
and of course, its characters. last but not least, it 

TOUCHES OUR HEARTS 
with an important message. 



unique, as the creators of disney once 
again managed to captivate us with beautiful,

TOUCHING EMOTIONS. 

FROZEN II creates a level that invites 
us to float between real 

JOY, concern, and tension, even beyond 
the actual duration of the film.

PETER DEL VECCHIO does 
not only draw us into a wonderfully designed 

MAGIC WORLD, making our hearts 
beat faster. in addition, 

compared with the prequel, peter also manages to 
condense the story many times over. 



PHOTOS: DISNEY 2019/202

OLAF'S WIT, ANNA'S HEART 
AND ELSA'S STRENGTH create a 

spirit that 
is appropriate not only for the current crisis, 
at which the film makes our mandatory 
break a bit more pleasant. 

FROZEN II isn't just a film which is good as 
a pastime. regardless our age or 

origin, as long as our hearts and minds are open, 
frozen ii inspires us to listen more carefully to its 

DEEPER MESSAGE. the film reminds 
us that we should 

threat our world with more respect, and that we 
shouldn't lose contact to it before it's too late.

thus, frozen ii it’s a pure 

FEEL-GOOD FILM 
and one of the absolute dvd and blue-ray 

HIGHLIGHTS THIS YEAR. 
therefore, we give the "must-have-seen", a

9+



directly on the other side of potsdamer platz, on erna-
berger-strasse at leipziger platz, stands an impressive 
remnant of the gdr history, the watchtower. 
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WE CAN EVEN CLIMB THE TOWER and get an impression 
of how the soldiers had 

to perform their duty there. mr. moser-metius is trying to preserve this relic of the cold war 
for future generations. he explains to us how many of the soldiers hoped every day that no 
one would have the courage to escape - so they didn't have to shoot at their compatriots.

MORE THAN 200 of these and similar 
towers used to stand 

along the berlin border. but, of course, in november 
1989, the east and west berliners were eager to get rid of 
the wall so that it could never again divide the city and 
the country. however, this led to the fact that nowadays 
there are hardly any remains from this phase, which was 
so important for berlin.

the watchtower at 
the potsdamer platz

IT'S POSSIBLE to find real parts of the wall in 
niederkirchnerstrasse, just around the corner. others can be seen 
in wedding on grenzstrasse and, of course, at the "berlin wall" 
memorial. but all the other relics of the wall were destroyed 
during the years. therefore, it is essential to preserve these 
rare historical sites, such as the watchtower. 

belinda climbs 
up the tower.

the wall at the invalid cemetery 
�more about it in episode ��

bundesarchiv bild 1��-1���-��1�-�1�

© RAPHAËL THIÉMARD © GEORGE LOUIS



even though the narrow crenels actually served only as deterrents, 

THE GUARDS were ordered to ensure that no east ger-
man could cross the border into west 

berlin. if necessary, by 

belinda shows us that, viewed up close, 
the crenels were actually too small to 
aim at a target. but seen from distance, 
they were terrifying.

IT WAS MADNESS, organized by the east german 
government. instead of putting 

the enormous sums of money which were needed to build the wall 
into building up the economy, and thus making the people content 
through a good life, 

FIRING THEIR WEAPONS.

LOCKED THEM UP.
THE GOVERNMENT

© ROEHRENSEE 1987, CC-BY-SA 3.0 

soldiers at the west side control the border.
in the background an east-german watchtower.

© ROEHRENSEE 1990, CC-BY-SA 3.0 

EAST BERLIN

WEST BERLIN



THEIR INSTRUMENT OF POWER, 
the stasi, spread fear and terror, just as the gestapo once did 
in the third reich. the secret service of the gdr put people 
under pressure, curtailed freedom of speech, discredi-
ted opponents and spied on just about everyone.

IT'S HARD TO IMAGINE 
in today’s berlin, which is now so open and free, that we 

couldn’t have crossed the street without being arrested or 
even shot, just a little over 30 years ago.

circle: bundesarchiv b 1�� bild f����1� ����, berliner mauer in kreuzberg © ROEHRENSEE 1986, 
CC-BY-SA 3.0 

© RAPHAËL THIÉMARD

© ROEHRENSEE 1987, CC-BY-SA 3.0 
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CLIMBING UP THIS TOWER 
creates an oppressive feeling, helping to better 
understand what once happened at this place which is 
so alive again today. 

MR. MOSER-METIUS explains to 
us that the 

watchtower is in danger. the reason for this is that the 
german government is building an office complex here.

 THE TOWER has therefore to be removed. it’s 
hard to believe how politicians 

don't comprehend the importance this tower. 

IN FACT, such a building intensively contributes to people's 
experience and understanding of history. in times when 

right-wing tendencies are gaining strength again, it is crucial to keep german 
history as alive and tangible as possible. 

mr. moser-metius and belinda talk about 
the tower's history and importance.
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KEEPING HISTORY ALIVE and making it directly experi-
enceable is also the aim of the

DEUTSCHE KINEMATHEK, the museum for film and 
television at potsdamer platz. 

THE BOULEVARD OF STARS is located directly in front 
of the building. although 

it cannot be compared to the walk of fame in hollywood, it reminds us of 

GREAT GERMAN MOVIE MAKERS AND 
ACTORS. very close to the entrance there is the star of an actress 

about whom we want to learn more in the museum: 

MARLENE DIETRICH



the visit of the

FILMHAUS   is a journey through
the history of movie and television.

SINCE 1963 THE KINEMATHEK has been collecting, preser-
ving, developing, presenting 

and mediating the audio-visual heritage of the german movie. furthermore, the house 
keeps a film archive which includes copies of more than 2�,�00 films that can be watched 
by scholars and journalists or borrowed by movie theaters.

a part of this collection is exhibited since 2000 at the potsdamer platz. in the 

FILMHAUS. of course, everything is about film and tv here. thus, the 
exhibitions aren’t only very informative but also

EXTREMELY ENTERTAINING.  
IN THE PERMANENT EXHIBITION 
we can find, among other things, the futuristic set designs 
for fritz lang’s breathtaking masterpiece metropolis, the 
costumes from wolfgang petersen’s das boot or 

MARLENE DIETRICH'S 
make-up case. since the latter artist is the reason 
why we are here, let’s learn more about that

MAGNIFICENT WOMAN.



if you nowadays ask people about marlene dietrich, most remember 
her as a singer. but marlene dietrich was much more than this. 

FIRST OF ALL, marlene was a berliner. she was born 
in berlin schoeneberg on the 2�th 

of december in 1901.

SECONDLY, she was an outstanding actress. 
her breakthrough came with

“THE BLUE ANGEL”. in this movie 
from 1930, 

she impressed the audience as lola-lola. after 

YEARS WITHOUT SUCCESS, 
MANY REJECTIONS –  e.g. from max 

reinhardt* – 
and just small roles, “the blue angel” brought her 
not only international acclaim but also a contract 
with paramount pictures in hollywood.

THE FILM SCORE: “falling in love 
again �can't help 

it�” laid the foundation stone for her career as a singer. 
in german the song is called: “ich bin von kopf bis fuss auf 
liebe eingestellt“ �i am, from head to toe, ready for love�.

IN THE 30S of the last century, “the dietrich” – as 
she was often called - starred in movies 

such as morocco, shanghai express, and desire. she became an 
influential character and feminist.

IN "MOROCCO" �1930� she performs a song 
dressed in a man's white tie 

while kissing another woman. this was extremely provoca-
tive for the time. in this way, marlene became part of the

WOMEN’S EMANCIPATION
MOVEMENT and made it socially acceptable 

for women to wear men's clothes. 
because of her glamorous persona and her unique look, 
she became not only one of the highest-paid actresses of 
that time but also a style-icon until our days. 

SHE PERMANENTLY INFLUENCED 
the fashion scene and also inspired other superstars like

 MADONNA OR DAVID BOWIE. 

*more about max reinhard in the friedrichstadt palast special edition �day ��
marlene dietrich in "no highway" © twentieth century fox

marlene dietrich in "the blue angel" 



the permanent 
exhibition of the

FILMHAUS 
shows many...

... impressive 
marlene dietrich 

OUTFITS



marlene dietrich  
in "shanghai express"

© paramount pictures

it also shows very personal 

BELONGINGS, 
such as marlene's huge 

VANITY CASE.  

THE GALLERY of the 
filmhaus shows the many faces of 

MARLENE DIETRICH.



most of all, marlene dietrich was an

OUTSTANDING WOM
who constantly reinvented herself while 
staying true to herself at the same time.
however, her greatest merit is certainly

HER SINCERITY. 
as she was already a star in hollywood, joseph 
goebbels, one of hitler’s closest associates, 
offered her very lucrative roles in germany. but

SHE HATED THE NAZI REGIME, 

and, thus, she refused all offers and applied for 

U.S. CITIZENSHIP IN 1937. 

she endured how her german fans despised her for that and that they

CONSIDERED HER A TRAITOR.
hard to imagine in times, when internet profiles aren’t assessed based 
on quality and content, but only in regards of the number of followers. 
marlene thought and acted differently. she was only interested in being

AUTHENTIC AND STAYING TRUE TO
HER OWN BELIEFS. 

a scene from the movie

"WITNESS FOR 
THE PROSECUTION"



marlene visits 
wounded u.s. soldiers

marlene dietrich was known for her strong 

POLITICAL CONVICTIONS and the 
determination 

to vocalize them in public. she was also known for her 

HUMANITARIAN EFFORTS during the world 
war. she housed 

german and french exiles and provided financial support to them. 

SHE WAS ALSO VERY ACTIVE IN 
SUPPORTING THE US AMERICAN 
TROOPS. so, she went directly to the german front 

to help the gi’s there wherever she could. 

someday, during the invasion and close to the end of the war, 
she was almost caught by the german wehrmacht. luckily, 

SHE COULD ESCAPE. but when she was recog-
nized among the american 

soldiers by german civilians, she was warmly welcomed with cake 
and coffee by them. 

SHE RECEIVED SEVERAL HONORS 
for her work on improving morale on the front lines. in 19�� she 
received the medal of freedom from the usa and she was awarded 
the légion d'honneur by the french government. 

moreover, she was titled as the 

GREATEST FEMALE STAR OF 
HOLLYWOOD CINEMA by the american film 

institute in 1999. 

marlene with airmen of the ��1st bomb group 1���



MARLENE WAS ON TOUR as a singer for years. her path also led 
her to israel. because of the political 

tensions caused by the war, her manager forbade her to perform german songs there. 
but she replied: 

"i will not sing one german 
song, but nine". 

at first, the audience was shocked, but soon they started to applaud frenetically because 
of her 

it was a different picture in germany because still, people 
could not accept that she was fighting against her own 
country. so, she spent the last years of her life in 
paris, completely sealed off from the outer world. 

BUT AFTER THE FALL OF
THE WALL, marlene dietrich declared 

in her will that she wan-
ted to be buried in her birthplace berlin, near 
her family. marlene died on the 6th of may in 1992.

ten days later her body was flown to 

BERLIN to fulfill her wish. the coffin 
was draped with an american 

flag to emphasize her status as an american. 
when her coffin was driven through berlin,

BYSTANDERS THREW 
FLOWERS at it to honor her. dietrich 

was buried in the municipal 
cemetery iii in schoeneberg, near the grave of 
her mother josefine von losch and near the 
house where she was born. 

finally, on november 8, 199�, the central 

MARLENE-DIETRICH-
PLATZ was inaugurated in berlin in honor 

of the great actress. the comme-
moration plague reads �see left�:

"berlin world star of film and song. 
dedication to freedom and democracy, 
to berlin and germany". 

a large part of dietrich's estate was sold by 
her own daughter to the stiftung deutsche 
kinemathek in 1993. 

THE COLLECTION comprises
over 3,000 textile objects from the 1920s to the 
1990s. it includes film and stage costumes and 
more than a thousand pieces from dietrich's 
personal wardrobe. it also includes 1�,000 pho-
tographs, film posters, and 300,000 documents, 
including correspondence with very famous 
actors, politicians, and writers.
 
marlene dietrich was an exceptional woman. she 
shouldn’t be forgotten like many other great 
heroines of everyday life. therefore, 

THIS ISSUE IS DEDICATED 
to a brave, impressive and courageous person 
who showed us how important it is to always 
remain true to yourself.

james stewart and marlene in

"DESTRY RIDES AGAIN"

marlene and 

RITA HAYWORTH 
serve food to u.s. soldiers 
at the hollywood canteen 
in 1��2



THE FILMHAUS AT THE POTSDAMER PLATZ OFFE-
RED US A DEEPER INSIGHT INTO 

THE LIFE AND WORK OF MARLENE DIETRICH. BUT, OF COURSE, 
IT OFFERS ALSO MANY OTHER INTERESTING EXHIBITIONS. SO, 

EMILIE JUST SHORTLY VISITS THE IMPRESSIVE ROOM 
WHICH IS DEDICATED TO FRITZ LANG'S 

"METROPOLIS". 
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when we think about film classics as well as modern movies, 
we further instantly think of 

depending on the individual taste, one might remember 
scenes like the one in james cameron's exceptional movie 

TITANIC, where jack and rose have a romantic 
adventure in the back seat of a classy 

1912 RENAULT TYPE CB COUPE
DE VILLE in the hold of the titanic. others might be 

more into crime stories and think of the famous

BONNY & CLYDE 1934 FORD, in which the 
legendary

were shot by the fbi. most love comedy and music - so we think of the 

1974 DODGE MONACO LIMOUSINE,
THE BLUES BROTHERS' BLUESMOBILE.

we all love series. thus, 
   we could think of the, 
which played a
      main role in

FERRARI 308 GTB/GTS, 
MAGNUM P.I. AND MIAMI VICE. 

the handprint from the scene of titianic is 

still visible. more on the twitter account of 

james cameron: twitter.com�JimCameron

 

dan aykroyd and james belushi
in blues brothers
© universal 

philip michael thomas &
don johnson in miami vice
© universal �nbc

© universal pictures

faye dunaway & warren 
beattyy in bonny and clyde
© warner bros. �seven arts



EITHER WAY, NO FILM SERIES IS MORE 
CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH BREATHTAKING CARS THAN THE 

JAMES BOND MOVIES. THE NEW EPISODE

"NO TIME TO DIE"
WILL BE RELEASED AFTER THE CORONA CRISIS THIS YEAR. 
SO, IT'S TIME TO PREPARE FOR THAT BY INHALING THE SMELL 
OF ENGINE OIL, LEATHER, AND METAL. THEREFORE, EMILIE 
VISIT WITH US THE CLASSIC REMISE BERLIN.



AS THE NAME SUGGESTS,

THE CLASSIC REMISE BERLIN IS A CENTER 
FOR CLASSIC CARS. IT 

WAS OPENED IN 2003 IN A HISTORIC TRAM DEPOT THAT WAS 
ORIGINALLY BUILT IN THE IMPERIAL ERA. ITS CONSTRUCTION 
BEGAN IN 1899.



like so many other buildings, the remise 

WAS DAMAGED d u r i n g 
the war. 

the spots where the building was 

HIT BY FIREBOMBS 
can still be seen on the ceiling. 

after the tram system - in what was then 
west berlin - was abandoned in the 1960s, the 
depot served no purpose and was in a state 
of decay until the current owners bought 
it in 2002. they began to convert it into a 

CLASSIC CAR CENTER.

TODAY THIS LISTED BUILDING HOUSES 

WORKSHOPS, SERVICES, AND 

TRADERS FOR CLASSIC CARS, SHOPS FOR 
SPARE PARTS, CLOTHING, MODEL 

CARS, ACCESSORIES, AND RESTAURANTS. 



IT IS ALSO ONE OF THE MOST 

ATTRACTIVE PLACES 
FOR UNFORGETTABLE EVENTS IN BERLIN. THE OLD INDUST-
RIAL ARCHITECTURE IN COMBINATION WITH HISTORIC AND 
CLASSIC VEHICLES GUARANTEES A UNIQUE AUTOMOTIVE 
EXPERIENCE IN GERMANY’S FIRST AND ONLY CLASSIC 

CAR CENTER OF ITS KIND.

THE CLASSIC REMISE IS PACKED WITH 

SHINY VEHICLES - 
MASERATI'S, FERRARIS, 
BENTLEYS, LAMBORGHINIS...



OF COURSE, MOST OF US CAN ONLY DREAM OF OWNING THESE 

MASTERPIECES OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING. 
BESIDES, THE QUESTION IS, IF 

ANYBODY NEEDS THESE VEHICLES. 
OF COURSE, THEY AREN’T ECO-FRIENDLY. BUT THEY ARE 

VERY RARE, NO MASS PRODUCTS AND, 
THUS, MORE TECHNOLOGICAL 

ARTWORKS THAN CARS. IN ANY CASE, THEY ARE 
STUNNING EYE-CATCHERS.



THE CLASSIC REMISE IS NOT A MUSEUM, AS MANY OF THE CARS 

ARE FOR SALE, WHILE OTHERS ARE PRIVATELY 
OWNED. THE CLASSIC REMISE HAS 

TWO RESTAURANTS, THE PARC FERMÉ 
FOR FINE DINING 

AND THE TROFEO RESTAURANT, WHICH OFFERS A 

JAZZ BRUNCH, BREAKFAST, INEXPENSIVE 
LUNCHES, CRÊPES, PIES, 

TARTS, AND CAKE SPECIALTIES EVERY MORNING.



SURROUNDED BY VINTAGE CARS, 
WE CAN LET OURSELVES BE PAMPERED 

BY THE CUISINE IN THE EXTRAORDINARY 
AMBIANCE OF A CLASSIC CAR EXHIBITION. BUT 

LET'S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK 
AT SOME OF THE VEHICLES.



THIS CAR IS A STYLISH AND LUXURIOUS MERCEDES-BENZ 

ROADSTER. IT WAS PRODUCED BETWEEN 1955 
AND 1963 AND FIRST SHOWN AS A 

PROTOTYPE AT THE NEW YORK AUTO SHOW IN 1954. 

MERCEDES 190SL

THE 190 SL WAS AVAILABLE EITHER AS A 
SOFT-TOP CONVERTIBLE OR 

WITH A REMOVABLE HARDTOP. 



IT PLAYED A ROLE IN MOVIES LIKE 

"MURPHY'S LAW", MCGYVER,
THE A-TEAM, BLACK MIRROR...

THE FRIENDLY OWNER, 

MR. THIESEN, TELLS US THAT HE DRIVES THE CAR 
THROUGH ITALY EVERY YEAR DURING A 

VINTAGE CAR SHOW. SO UNLIKE MODERN CARS, THESE TYPES ARE 
NEARLY INDESTRUCTIBLE.



THE ROADSTER WAS PRODUCED BETWEEN 1928 
AND 1932. IT WAS THE LAST CAR THAT

FERDINAND PORSCHE DESIGNED FOR MERCEDES 
BENZ. HE THEN LEFT THE 

COMPANY TO ESTABLISH HIS OWN, WHICH IS OF COURSE INTERNATI-
ONALLY KNOWN AS PORSCHE TO THIS DAY.

MERCEDES SSK



ITS FANTASTIC PERFORMANCE AND SUCCESS IN SEVERAL 
COMPETITIONS MADE THE SSK ONE OF THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS 

SPORTS CARS OF ITS TIME. YET IT STILL LOOKS MAJESTIC 
AND POWERFUL. EVEN THOUGH THE CAR 

LOOKS VERY HEAVY, IT WAS LIGHTER THAN MANY OF ITS COMPETI-
TORS AT THAT TIME. DUE TO ITS TOP SPEED OF 190 KM/H �120 MPH�, 
IT WAS THE PERFECT RACING CAR FOR SHORT DISTANCE CHALLENGES 
AND UPHILL TOURS.



BECAUSE OF ITS UNIQUE PERSONALITY 
THE MERCEDES-BENZ 170S IS OUR FAVORITE CAR IN THE CLASSIC REMISE.

MERCEDES 170S



THE STUNNING CAR WAS PRODUCED 
BETWEEN 1949 

AND 1952 IN A QUANTITY OF28708.



THE PRE-WAR MODEL 
WAS THE ONLY ONE BY DAIMLER...

THAT WAS STILL PRODUCED AFTER 

THE END OF THE WAR.

OF COURSE, THE WAR MEANT 
A BIG BREAK FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CARS. 



SINCE THE WAR ENDEND, 
THE ONLY VERSION OF THE MERCEDES-BENZ 170 
ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC WAS EQUIPPED WITH 

A FOUR-DOOR SEDAN.



a FURTHERMORE, WITH THE 170 S, MERCEDES-BENZ NOW RECALLED

A WIDER RANGE OF BODIES THAN OFFERED 
BEFORE THE WAR. 

THE MANUFACTURER ADDED A 2-SEAT AND A 4-SEAT CABRIOLET.



THE MERCEDES-BENZ 170S 
ALSO UNITES MANY CAR LOVERS WHO ALREADY OWN ONE 
OR ARE PLANNING TO GET THEIR HANDS ON IT. THERE ARE 

CLASSIC CARS MEET-UPS, WHERE 
PEOPLE 

SHARE THEIR PASSION AND LOVE 
FOR OLD VEHICLES LIKE THE MERCEDES 170S.



TODAY, THE CAR STILL CREATES 

MEMORABLE MOMENTS FOR 
COUPLES. IT IS OFTEN USED FOR MARRIAGES AND THE PHOTOSHOOTS 
THAT COME ALONG WITH IT.                                                          THE CAR OFFERED BY 

STEHLING AUTOMOTIVES IS 
AN 

ORIGINAL, BUT IT HAS A CONTEMPORARY ENGINE AND DETAILS.

THE RED IS A REAL EYE-CATCHER 
AND THE PRICE IS STILL AFFORDABLE FOR THIS KIND OF CAR.



THE 170S PLAYED A ROLE IN THE 

"WOMAN IN GOLD" WITH 

HELEN MIRREN, KATIE HOLMES  

AND RYAN REYNOLDS.



THIS LAMBORGHINI COULD ALSO BE BORROWED FROM A 
SERIES OR MOVIE. HOWSOEVER, BESIDES 

OF SELLING CARS, A PART OF THE CLASSIC REMISE IN-HOUSE SERVICE IS THE

TUNING AND STYLING OF UNIQUE CARS BY ORDER 
OF CUSTOMERS.



IS A FOUR-DOOR SEDAN, PRODUCED BY THE ITALIAN CAR 
MANUFACTURER ISO AUTOVEICOLI S.P.A. FROM 1967 TO 1975.

ISO RIVOLTA FIDIA



IT WAS THE ONLY FOUR-DOOR MODEL OF THIS COMPANY. 
THE CAR WAS ADVERTISED AS A UNIQUE COMBINATION OF
 COMFORT AND SPORTIVE PERFORMANCE. THE PUBLIC SLOGAN WAS 

"LE QUATTRO POLTRONE PIÙ VELOCI DEL 

MONDO" ("THE FOUR FASTEST SEATS IN THE WORLD"). 



GIORGETTO GIUGIARO DESIGNED THE BODYWORK. 
THE INTERIOR CONSISTED 

OF POLISHED WOOD AND HAND-STITCHED LEATHER, WHICH MADE 
THE PRICE HIGHER THAN THAT OF A ROLLS-ROYCE.

THE COMPETITORS AT THE TIME 
WERE LUXURI-

OUS OR SPORTY LIMOUSINES LIKE THE MASERATI 
QUATTROPORTE.



THE INDESTRUCTIBLE
FORD MODEL A



THE INDESTRUCTIBLE MODEL T HAD BEEN IN PRODUCTION 

FOR 18 YEARS. ALTHOUGH ITS QUALITY, THE SUCCESSOR 

MODEL A WAS ONLY PRODUCED 
FOR FIVE YEARS.

THE FORD MODEL WAS THE COMPANY'S SECOND 
MARKET SUCCESS AFTER ITS PREDECESSOR, 

THE MODEL T. 



IN 1930, MODEL SALES 
REACHED 

THREE MILLION. 
BY THIS TIME, NINE BODY 
STYLES WERE AVAILABLE.

THE RANGE OF BODY STYLES 
WENT FROM THE TUDOR AT 500$ IN GREY, GREEN, 
OR BLACK TO THE TOWN CAR WITH A DUAL 
COWL FOR 1200$.

THE FORD A IS LIKEWISE 

ROBUST DOWN TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL. IT 
WAS AVAILABLE IN FOUR COLORS 

AND ALREADY WITHIN ONE YEAR, ONE MILLION CARS 
HAD BEEN SOLD - HALF A YEAR LATER 

TWO MILLION.



AFTER 4,858,644 

CARS HAD BEEN SOLD. 

THE PRODUCTION OF THE MODEL A

ENDED IN MARCH
1932,

DUE TO ITS POPULARITY, THE 
MODEL A QUICKLY BECAME 

A MOVIE STAR.



"BONNIE & CLYDE", "TIMLESS",
"KING KONG", "FAMILY GUY",
"TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD".

THE FORD APPEARED IN BLOCKBUSTERS  LIKE 

"THE CURIOUS CASE OF 
BENJAMIN BUTTON", 
A"HINDENBURG", 
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HEIDI HETZER WAS A POPULAR 
GERMAN BUSINESSWOMAN AND 
RACING DRIVER. 

HEIDI HETZER’S
HUDSON GREATER 
EIGHT

SHE WAS LOVED FOR HER HUMOR 
AND COURAGE. HER IDOL WAS THE GERMAN RACING 

DRIVER CLÄRENORE STINNES, WHO 
WAS THE FIRST PERSON TO DROVE AROUND THE ENTIRE WORLD IN 
A STANDARD CAR. 
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AT THE AGE OF 77, HEIDI STARTED HER OWN TRIP AROUND THE 
WORLD IN HER 1930 HUDSON GREATER EIGHT. 

HER JOURNEY TOOK HER FROM EASTERN EUROPE TO TEHRAN, THROUGH CHINA AND 
TO AUSTRALIA. IN 2015 SHE REACHED NEW ZEALAND. THEN, SHE TRAVELED THROUGH 
CANADA, THE USA, SOUTH AMERICA, AND SOUTH AFRICA. HER JOURNEY ENDED IN 
2017 AT THE BRANDENBURG GATE IN BERLIN, WHERE SHE WAS WELCOMED BY THOUS-
ANDS OF FANS AND FRIENDS.



HEIDI WAS PLANNING ANOTHER 

WORLD TRIP. BUT BEFORE THE START, SHE WAS FOUND 
LIFELESS IN HER APARTMENT IN APRIL 2019. 

WITH HER STRENGTH AND COURAGE, SHE SHOWED THAT TIME IS RELA-
TIVE, AND THAT THEREFORE, AGE IS IRRELEVANT. SHE IS ANOTHER

HEROINE OF EVERYDAY LIFE AND A ROLE MODEL FOR US ALL.



THE HUDSON EIGHT BECAME A FILM STAR IN MOVIES LIKE

THE L.A. KOMPLEX, TRANSFORMERS,
LAST MAN STANDING

ACTUALLY ALL CARS OF THE CLASSIC REMISE 
BERLIN COULD BE MOVIE STARS. EVEN IF WE HAVEN'T THE 
MONEY TO BUY THEM, IT WAS AN INTERESTING  EXCURSION INTO

THE HISTORY OF THE AUTOMOBILE.



SOLA
R RE

STAU
RANT

LAST
 

STOP

ANOTHER DAY IS COMING 

TO AN END, WHICH MEANS IT’S TIME TO 
EAT AND RELAX. THERE'S A 

PLACE WHERE YOU CAN DO BOTH AT THE SAME TIME:

THE SOLAR RESTAURANT
IT'S A CLUB, A BAR, A VENUE, A VIEWING PLATFORM.



the special experience already begins with the ride up in 

THE GLASS ELEVATOR, which takes us to 
the 1�th floor of 

the tower building. meter by meter we lose contact with the 
ground, enjoy the great view and - after the door opens - enter 
another world, far away from berlin's hectic streets.

© farbrausch gmbh



the floor-to-ceiling 
windows and dark furniture give 

THE SOLAR SKY LOUNGE 
its truly luxurious look. the stylish swings invite you 
to relax and play and to enjoy a delicious cocktail while 
sinking into the view of berlin from above. if you´re 
lucky, you will be pleased with a great sunset.

© solar



RIK VERWEYEN, the solar´s owner, invited us 
to talk with us about the solar 

restaurant as well as his very personal story. 

HE TELLS US, that everything started at the age 
of 1�, when he planned the first 

birthday parties. so, for him, it was soon very clear, that 
he wants to work in the event business on a regular base. 

rik worked for a while in the

MUSIC AND FILM INDUSTRY 
before he found this location per a coincidence. together 
with a good friend he opened the solar following the 
idea to provide a huge living room to their friends, and 
their friends, and their friends...

since then, rik counts on a

WORD-OF-MOUTH recommendation 
instead of advertise 

the solar in the classical way.
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WE ARE OPEN EVERY NIGHT AND EVERY DAY SO YOU CAN COME HERE 
FOR A DRINK OR A NICE DINNER OR MAYBE BOTH. YOU CAN MEET 
OLD OR NEW FRIENDS. AND THATS THE IDEA. IT’S LIKE A 
LARGE LIVING ROOM IN A WAY.

WE ARE THE ONLY RESTAURANT IN BERLIN THAT ALSO FALLS UNDER 
THE CATEGORY OF CLUBS. WE HAVE DJS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD 
PLAYING HERE AND THEY PLAY IN AN ELEVATOR WERE THEY CAN GO 
UP AND DOWN IN-BETWEEN THE FLOORS. (SEE PAGE 138)



solar parties are legendary! 

PARIS HILTON, 
JENNIFER LOPEZ,
TOM HANKS and 

others
stopped by here during the years. 



BESIDES THE GREAT VIEW 
AND PARTIES, rik is very proud on 

the solar restaurant's

EXQUISITE KITCHEN, 
with delicious dishes that are popular every
where in the city and far beyond. nothing but

THE BEST INGREDIENTS
 are used: the freshest vegetables, the most tender meat, 
spirits and spices of the highest quality - just like the 
chefs and mixologists themselves. 



BESIDES THE GREAT VIEW 
AND PARTIES, rik is very proud on the 

solar restaurant's

EXQUISITE KITCHEN, 
with delicious dishes that are popular every
where in the city and far beyond. nothing but

THE BEST INGREDIENTS
 are used: the freshest vegetables, the most 
tender meat, spirits and spices of the highest 
quality - just like the chefs and 

MIXOLOGISTS 
themselves. 



LIKE THE BARTENDER PAVLOV, 
who is still young but has a lot of experience. he already 
created own cocktails for the solar, like his latest creation

"EMILIE". during our visit, he kindly designed this 
drink uniquely for emilie’s personal 

taste. you definitely have to try this delicious cocktail 
by yourself. 



the solar is the perfect place for 

A SPECIAL DATE, A FUN NIGHT
WITH YOUR DEAREST FRIENDS 
or also to discuss creative projects in a charming 
and unique atmosphere.

A SPECIAL TIP FOR 

NIGHT OWLS, staying in the 
solar until 

dawn over the german capital.

DAY 2 ENDS with beautiful sights 
and impressions, and 

tomorrow a journey through berlin's history 
awaits us. 


